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Key Messages
• Governments implementing carbon pricing as part of their efforts

Each jurisdiction’s revenue allocation choice reflects its particular

to transition to a low-carbon economy may see the generation of

priorities and circumstances.

substantial revenue. How to allocate this revenue is a key component
of carbon pricing policy design, with the potential to influence the

• Carbon pricing regimes are already in place in Quebec, Alberta and

policy’s effectiveness, efficiency and public acceptability.

British Columbia, with more under consideration or development,
including the emissions cap-and-trade system under development

• With carbon pricing revenue, governments can choose to invest in

by the Government of Ontario. Existing carbon pricing systems in

low-carbon technology, reduce existing taxes, spend on redistributive

Canada differ in terms of revenue allocation – favouring reducing

measures (supporting vulnerable population groups or sectors of the

other taxes, investing in low-carbon technology, or investing in

economy), and/or target spending to general productivity enhancing

infrastructure.

measures (such as investing in infrastructure or reducing deficits). The
various options differ in terms of their effects on economic efficiency,

• With the implementation of new carbon pricing systems, or with

emissions reductions, and public acceptability.

price increases in existing ones, there will be an increase in carbon
pricing revenues—making it all the more important for policy-

• To date, jurisdictions with carbon pricing regimes have chosen a

makers to consider the various options for revenue allocation.

variety of different allocation options, with some choosing to divide
revenues across more than one option.
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The Issue

Objectives Driving Allocation Options

When greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide are released to the atmosphere, their

Under the general category of Enhancing Economic Efficiency, governments can

warming effect has a negative impact felt around the globe. However, those causing the

use revenue from carbon pricing to address three particular sources of economic

emissions do not pay for this external cost they impose on others. The main purpose of

inefficiency. First, offsetting distortionary personal and business taxes (which are

carbon pricing is to correct this market failure by creating a price signal that reflects the

generally considered to be especially distortionary taxes in that they change the

environmental cost of emitting greenhouse gases, as a means of ensuring emissions of

amount and type of economic behavior more than others) can help to increase

1

greenhouse gases more closely reflect their full social cost.

economic efficiency. Second, while carbon pricing inherently motivates investment in
low-emissions products and practices, revenue can be used to support complementary

Carbon pricing policies that generate an explicit price signal—including carbon taxes

measures that aim to overcome market failures that restrict innovation, which may

and cap-and-trade systems2—lead to the creation of revenue. Governments have a

boost economic efficiency. Third, revenue may be used to help remedy the under-

variety of options for allocating funds and may consider a variety of objectives in so

provision of publically provided goods and services (including transport and energy

doing. Looking at the interplay between these options and objectives reveals practical

infrastructure, climate change adaptation strategies and education.) resulting in

challenges and suggests that each jurisdiction will likely choose an allocation option

economy-wide benefits.6

that best suits its particular context.

reduction may help jurisdictions with fiscal imbalances7 to achieve greater fiscal

Similarly, dedicating carbon pricing revenue to deficit

sustainability. Using carbon revenue to address these sources of economic efficiency
This Issue Summary is based on a Sustainable Prosperity sponsored research paper titled

aims to maximize economic benefit from the policy—potentially even resulting in an

“Carbon Pricing and Mind the Hissing,”3 which provides an overview of alternative uses

outcome in which the economic costs of the carbon pricing policy are smaller than the

of government revenue from carbon pricing, alongside principles for assessing revenue

benefits of the chosen revenue allocation plan (an outcome sometimes referred to as a

allocation.

strong double-dividend).8

The Knowledge Base

A second potential objective of policy makers may be Achieving Emissions
Reductions. The allocation option most likely to result in further emissions reductions
are investments in subsidies for low-carbon technology, in support for R&D of low-

Revenue Allocation Options
Regardless of the form of carbon pricing implemented, there are four general allocation
options policy makers may consider when deciding how best to allocate carbon
revenue:

carbon technology, and in programs encouraging emissions reductions from sectors of
the economy not covered by the carbon price (for instance, commercial buildings.)
Using revenue for these purposes can help encourage the development and diffusion
of low-carbon technologies and practices—especially among private firms and early
adopters. Like any low-carbon investments, real emissions reductions only occur if the
activities supported by the measures would not have occurred otherwise.

4

1. Reduce existing taxes:

Using revenue to cut personal, business, and/or other

taxes;
2. Invest in low-carbon technology: Supporting low-carbon technology and
infrastructure research, development and implementation.
3. Spend on redistributive measures: Allocating revenue to population groups and/
or economic sectors that may be considered unfairly burdened by the carbon pricing
policy; and
4. Target spending to general productivity measures: Investing in general
productivity-enhancing measures—including investment in areas such as
infrastructure, health care and education, and deficit reduction.5
Policy makers can consider all these options, using them individually or in combination,
in order to achieve the objectives of greatest importance to their jurisdiction. As they
determine which option (or options) is best for their particular context, three broad
policy objectives may drive their decisions. Different jurisdictions may place greater
emphasis on one or more.
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competitiveness and prevent carbon leakage (whereby emitting activity relocates to
jurisdictions with less stringent emissions reduction policy).12 Such revenue use can
Policy Design Questions for Low-Carbon Technology Investment

help to maintain the economic contributions of vulnerable sectors, increasing

Investing carbon pricing revenue in low-carbon technology may be an attractive

acceptability of carbon pricing. There is some evidence that revenue neutrality (in which

option because it reinforces the primary goal of carbon pricing: lowering

the government implementing the policy allocates all the revenue and thus still collects

greenhouse gas emissions. Investment in low-carbon technology can be

the same amount of revenue despite the carbon pricing policy) and explicit plans for

considered to take two general forms:

revenue use may be two of the most important factors that influence public perceptions
and increase acceptability of carbon pricing.13

R&D Investment (Invention Phase ‘Technology Push’)
The focus of investment in the invention phase is on the development of new
technologies, which can take the form of R&D grants, targeted tax cuts and policies

A portfolio of revenue uses?

that lower the costs and risks of innovation.
There are important trade-offs and interactions among the objectives of enhancing
Adoption Investment (Innovation Phase ‘Demand Pull’)

economic efficiency, supporting emissions reductions, and assuring/increasing

In the innovation phase, the focus of investment is on the adoption and diffusion

public acceptability. Some decision-makers might prefer to pursue a variety of

of new technologies and practices. This type of investment includes direct

revenue allocation options in order to achieve the objective(s) most important for

subsidies (such as feed-in tariffs), tax credits for those implementing new

their jurisdiction. Additionally, in the future, with policy stringency likely to increase

technologies, public procurement programs and import quotas. The carbon price

and carbon revenues likely to rise, combining multiple revenue uses might be

itself can also be considered a pull mechanism.

beneficial as the incremental benefits of certain options could decline with
additional revenue use.

To effectively manage technological change, it is generally thought to be important
to support both of the above types of investment in tandem.9 In fact, low-carbon
technology investment and carbon pricing (the push and pull) may raise economic
efficiency when used in tandem when compared with using them independently.10
Where revenues are invested in specific technology efforts, the governance
surrounding the awarding of funds and the design of the investment institution
are considerations of particular importance. Investing in a variety of forms of
innovation may help to reduce the chances of picking the wrong “winner,” interest
group capture, and technological path dependence; or may dilute efforts. For
more discussion of these issues, see Section 3.2 and Chapter 4 of the original
research paper.

Finally, the choice of revenue allocation option may be driven by the objective of
Supporting Public Acceptability of the carbon pricing policy.11 Public acceptance
depends on how citizens and businesses perceive the fairness and effectiveness of a
given measure. For instance, reducing existing taxes on the basis of carbon pricing
revenue can increase the acceptability of carbon pricing among those hesitant to see
overall tax rates increase; however, the perceived complexity of such mechanisms can
lower acceptance for others. Similarly, redistributive measures may increase public
acceptability by influencing horizontal equity (for example, by supporting those who
live in a region with fewer low-carbon energy options and who would otherwise be
disproportionately impacted) and/or vertical equity (for example, by lowering the
burden on lower income groups who could see their energy costs rising
disproportionately given that they form a greater share of household expenditures.)
Subsidies, targeted tax cuts and transfer programs can help to increase fairness along
both horizontal and vertical equity dimensions. Equity across sectors can also be
considered. Industries such as mining, pulp and paper and cement production, which
use a relatively high share of energy as inputs in the production of their products, to
make their outputs and who sell their products in markets where their competitors are
not subject to a carbon price might be disproportionately impacted. Using carbon
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Revenue Use in Canadian Carbon Pricing Regimes

Table 1: Revenue Characteristics of Canadian Provincial Carbon
Pricing Regimes

As noted earlier, the four revenue allocation options can be used individually or in
combination. Canada’s active carbon pricing systems not only generate revenue
differently, but allocate it differently as well. As Table 1 demonstrates, each provincial
carbon pricing system has focused primarily on one option for allocating revenue.
Carbon pricing policy in Canada is evolving rapidly. Alberta has recently renewed and
23,

updated its current system

with an ongoing climate change policy review opening

the door to further change. Ontario recently announced plans24 for a cap-and-trade

Province
(instrument
type)
British
Columbia
(Carbon tax)

Revenue Characteristics of Canadian Provincial
Carbon Pricing Regimes

Revenue: $1222 million14(fiscal year 2013-14)
Allocation: Revenues are allocated primarily to reduce
existing taxes. The government returns all revenue raised in

system, likely to be linked with those of Quebec and California. Early estimates indicate

the form of cuts to personal and corporate taxes, along with

that Ontario’s plan could raise in the area of $2 billion in revenue each year.25 And a

some measures to address possible impacts to Northern/rural

recent fiscal review26 for Nova Scotia came out in favour of provincial carbon pricing.

and low income residents. Personal and corporate income tax
cuts account for 67% of revenue use.15,16

Implications for Policy Makers

Context: British Columbia’s emphasis on reducing existing
personal and corporate taxes and redistributive measures

• More and more economic authorities and businesses—fossil fuel companies

reflects an emphasis on economic efficiency and public

27

included —are calling for carbon pricing. Key to this support is not only recognizing

acceptance.17

the environmental imperative of transitioning to a low-carbon economy, but also
recognizing the opportunity that revenue generation may present.
• Many jurisdictions already benefit from carbon pricing revenue—and may in fact see
revenue rising in the future as prices rise—while several other jurisdictions are
considering carbon pricing regimes. Taking into account the characteristics and
interactions of allocation options can help governments to balance objectives of

Alberta
(Fee for
exceeding
established
emissionsintensity
thresholds)

enhancing economic efficiency, supporting emissions reductions and assuring/

Revenue: $83.4 million18 (2014)
Allocation: Alberta uses revenue primarily for investment in
low-carbon technology. Revenue raised goes into the
independently managed Climate Change and Emissions
Management Fund, which allocates revenues to R&D and
investment in GHG reduction and adaptation innovations (8%),
demonstration of such technologies (42%), and projects that

increasing public acceptability. Decision-makers will allocate revenue in ways tailored to

support GHG reduction and adaptation goals (51%).19 A focus

reflect the unique characteristics and concerns of their jurisdictions.

has been on funding early trials of carbon capture and storage
technologies.

• For each of the four allocation options described in this Issue Summary, there is a

Context: Alberta’s system reflects a motivation to reduce

growing body of evidence and knowledge available to help policy makers understand
the revenue-use design options and their impacts on the three objectives they might

emissions and increase the province’s ability to adapt to

be targeting. The three active Canadian carbon pricing regimes provide a valuable

climate change throughout the provincial economy, with an

source of analysis and insight for policy makers designing and implementing new

emphasis on improving the environmental performance of its

regimes, and for the refinement of existing carbon pricing mechanisms.

fossil fuel industry.
Quebec
(Cap-and
-trade
20
system )

Revenue: $425 million21 (fiscal year 2014-15, expected)
Allocation: Quebec uses revenue mainly for investments in
low-carbon technology and general productivity measures.
Revenue is managed through the Ministry of Sustainable
Development, Environment and the Fight against Climate
Change’s Green Fund. Revenue is used for transportation
infrastructure (51%), energy efficiency and substitution (17%),
innovation and R&D (5%) and other projects for emissions
reductions and climate change adaptation (19%).22
Context: Québec’s system reflects the province’s specific
challenges and vulnerabilities, and a goal to support public
acceptability.
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